Resume: In our experiment we measured the free fall accelerations of the closed container inside which a mechanical rotor (gyroscope) with a horizontal axis of rotation was installed. There was observed an appreciable, essentially exceeding errors of measurements increase of acceleration of free falling of the container at angular speed of rotation of a rotor up to 20 000 rpm. In described experiment the acceleration of free falling of container with the two, located coaxially, rotors of mechanical gyroscopes placed inside it was measured; the device and characteristics of the container are given in [3] . On the container the compact highly stable generator of pulses connected to two differ-coloured light-emitting diodes, located along a trajectory of falling of the container is fixed. 
To laboratory weighings of rotors of mechanical gyroscopes the set of works [1, 2] is devoted.
Such measurements were usually carried out with the purpose of experimental check of a equivalence principle, or various gravitoelectric (gravitomagnetic) models. In most cases, in these experiments the axis of a rotor was oriented vertically and, as a whole, the positive effect was absent. In our paper [3] the results of exact weighing of two coaxial rotors with a horizontal axis and with the zero total moment Σ J are given, and its weights which have shown little change, dependent on angular speed of rotation of a rotor. The explanation of these results the possible precession a gyroscope is complicated, connected to rotation the Earth, which essentially could to influence indications of weights, owing to inexact performance of equality
. In much smaller degree the precession effects influence on results of measurement of size of acceleration by freely falling of rotor. Thus physical conditions of interaction of a falling rotating rotor with the centre of gravitation (Earth) essentially differ from conditions of weighing of a rotor on based laboratory weights.
In described experiment the acceleration of free falling of container with the two, located coaxially, rotors of mechanical gyroscopes placed inside it was measured; the device and characteristics of the container are given in [3] . On the container the compact highly stable generator of pulses connected to two differ-coloured light-emitting diodes, located along a trajectory of falling of the container is fixed. Distance on centre to centre of aperture stop The calculation of acceleration g of free falling container was carried out under the formula Thus of acceleration of particles at their vertical oscillations by an infinite set of derivatives on time from linear displacement are described. As it was marked in [4, 5] in these conditions it is possible to expect display of "nonclassical" properties of gravitation which mentioned some more D.Mendeleev [6] .
Free falling of masse oscillated along a vertical physically essentially differs from circular (orbital) movement of such masse. Therefore the result received by us does not contradict the results of exact measurements of precession a gyroscope in a circumterraneous orbit.
The further experimental researches of free falling rotating (or oscillated in a vertical plane) masses with application of precision, for example, interferometrical measuring engineering, will promote the deeper understanding of the difficult phenomena of gravitation and inertia.
